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1 Context

Visible Light Communication (VLC)
Source: The Electromagnetic Spectrum - The Science Hive

But having a “free” portion of the spectrum is not sufficient to build a VLC system.
The Light Emitting Diode is the KEY enabler of this technology

- The electromagnetic spectrum is a regulated
- The increase of wirelessly connected devices has increased drastically this last decade, 

saturating the available bandwidth
→There is a need to find alternative wireless technology to avoid a spectrum crunch
→VLC is a good candidate as the visible spectrum band is not regulated
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Prototyping for Smart City and Industry 4.0
Low-cost
Off-the-shelve equipment

Performance study of the communication
Adaptation of modulation schemes for VLC 
Scenario-based simulations

Study of the transmission channel
Modelling of the VLC link (simulation)
Study of the communication coverage
Scenario-based simulations

→Scientific approach to finding feasible solutions as close to 
reality as possible

→Focus on low bitrate applications

2 Objectives of the thesis 3 How it works
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4 Examples of systems

5 Novelties of the thesis →

Using any type of LED as an 
emitter 

Integration of a novel smoke 
model for VLC 

If any wall, real reflection 
properties of material

Point-to-point communication 
simulator with advanced 
modulation scheme

Simulator to study theoretical feasibility of 
deploying VLC in outdoor and industrial scenarios

- Research on outdoor VLC gained interest in the last few years (mainly indoor)

- The weather is the main attenuators for outdoors communications

- Industrial environments tend to suffer from multipath effects (metallic 
structure)

- No clear answer on the relevancy of VLC for outdoor and industry

Outdoor and industrial environments

→ Need for dimensioning tools to assess the suitability of VLC in harsh 
environments

7 Conclusion 8 Perspectives

Smart City use cases Industrial use case

6 Prototyping

- From point-to-point to networks
- Collaborative infrastructure RIS (Reflective Intelligent Surfaces)
- Study of particles of car emission in semi-confined spaces such as tunnels 
- Massive vehicle swarm MESH network (Drones, Cars, Robots, etc.)

One content to trigger 
on the receiving 

device

Low-cost RGB WDM transceiver

Content triggering OCC

Opensource Arduino robot arm control using VLC

Opensource AGV controlled with Li-Fi

1.A free and open-source flexible simulator with parameters close to reality

2. Application of the simulator to realistic scenarios for smart city and the industry

3. The relevancy and working principle of VLC demonstrated in various publications

AGV: Automated Guided Vehicle

WDM: Wavelength Division Multiplex

Performances

The simulation tools enables to:

➢ Use real radiation patterns

➢Include a smoke and fog  
models adapted to VLC 

➢Assess theoretical feasibility of 
VLC systems

➢Study different set of scenarios 
(indoor, industrial and outdoor)
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